Introducing Signal
From Trajectory

Signal is the go to resource for reliable, evidencebased information on macro-consumer trends
Developed by a team that has racked up over a
century of consumer trends analysis experience
between them
Content covers all Macro-consumer trend topics
including demographics, economics, technology,
politics and social trends

Introducing Signal
Signal allows you to subscribe to Trajectory’s macro-trends content, providing subscribers with
privileged access to our presentations, reports, global segmentation data and our library of trend
articles.
A subscription contains 12 months access to:
• The Optimism Index: monthly report containing hot-off-the-press data on UK consumer sentiment
• Global Foresight: exclusive access to our global research, Trajectory Global Foresight, with data
collected in 12 markets and our consumer segmentation
• Trends Presentations: Free-to-download versions of our popular monthly Trends Breakfasts with
commentary and data included. Recent topics include the Future of Gender, Brexit and Sport and
Society
• Trajections: a monthly series of detailed reports on the issues that matter, like the emergence of Sharp
Power or the Rise of the Machines
• Trends Articles: our regularly updated library of hundreds of trends articles

Signal is available for 12 months for £1,200 + VAT.

The Optimism Index
Each month, a nationally
representative sample of
2,000 UK consumers are
surveyed to provide us
with a detailed
understanding of the state
of optimism in the UK.

Respondents are asked about their levels of optimism, their financial outlooks, and anticipated changes in spending.
The responses to these questions – alongside questions which investigate respondents’ perceptions of life today vs the
past, feelings of security, freedom of choice and control and trust in a variety of institutions – are analysed alongside
current affairs and socioeconomic events to produce a comprehensive picture of optimism.
Our data is then analysed by gender, generation, region and income to produce the monthly Optimism Index report.

Trend Articles
•

As a Signal subscriber, you will received privileged
access to our vast library of trend articles. These cover
a wide range of macro-consumer trends, providing
our most current take on what they means for your
business/organisation.

•

Our current library of articles features content from
January 2016 onwards, featuring the team’s analysis of
topics and issues such as:
•
•
•
•
•

•

The impacts of Brexit or the Trump Presidency
Trends in consumer behaviour
Developments in business strategy and the world of work
Demographic, technological and cultural analysis
Analysis of our proprietary datasets and their relationships
to current affairs.

The library is regularly updated, with two new articles
per week available exclusively to Signal subscribers.

Trajections
•

Our Trajection series picks up where our trend
articles leave off, providing Signal subscribers
with longform, in-depth analysis of issues and
events and their relevance to business.

•

These monthly reports cover a wide range of
topics, with 2018’s titles including:
• Robots Everywhere: Opportunities in Automation
• Playtime Isn’t Over: The Evolution of Leisure
• Competing Cultures: The Emergence of Sharp
Power in a Sporting Summer

•

Future pieces will explore a wide range of
topics from the UK business implications of
climate change, our comprehensive take on
branding in the age of Trump, and
demographics.

Trends Breakfasts

•

Trajectory Trends Breakfasts are a series of monthly events held each month in central London to our network of
businesses, influencers and opinion formers. The breakfasts focus on a new topic each month, with a presentation
from the Trajectory team followed by a roundtable discussion.

•

They provide a fantastic opportunity to network with individuals from across a range of industries, providing the
ideal environment in which to discuss the issues and trends that may affect your business.

•

As a Signal subscriber you will not only receive priority booking to the monthly events, but downloadable
PowerPoint documents of the presentations providing access to both the commentary written by our team the
data behind our charts.

•

The Trends Breakfast archive provides you with a library of charts (with speaker notes) that are ready to use,
whatever macro-trends topic you are asked to write/speak about next.

Global Segmentation
Consisting of a sample of
9,000 consumers in 12 nations
our global segmentation
represents the latest addition
to our Global Foresight
programme providing
valuable trend data which in
many cases goes as far back
as the 1980s.
Examining both the fundamental drivers of spending behaviour and the social outlooks of consumer
populations gives us a unique perspective on different consumer groups. It allows us to identify four
distinct segments of the global consumer population:
•
•
•
•

Striving Traditionalism
Naked Ambition
Playful Post Modernism
Liberal Cynicism

Our global segmentation report is available exclusively to Signal subscribers, with additional bespoke
analysis available by commission.

Still want more?
•

If you still want more we can provide bespoke analyses of
both our Optimism Index and global segmentation datasets
to fit any and all budgets.

•

We can also use Signal content as the basis for workshops
with your team to stimulate thinking around strategy, brand
strategy, NPD or any aspect of consumer behaviour.

•

Additional analysis is available on both The Optimism Index
and our global segmentation, and while our comprehensive
analysis of these datasets is provided throughout the Signal
subscription, there is much, much more to be gained
through highly specific analyses.

•

Signal content is also an invaluable asset to any bespoke
consultancy project – as a methodologically diverse
consultancy we can assist with any insight or foresight need.

For more information, contact us at Signal@trajectorypartnership.com

Trajectory
•

Signal is brought to you by Trajectory, an independent consumer insight and foresight consultancy.

•

Established in London in 2008 with three founding directors who have previously founded and run
some of the UK’s best known insight/futures businesses.

•

The business is built on rigorous empirical research foundations - underpinning robust insights,
bespoke forecasts and futures scenarios – used to drive strategy, brand strategy, innovation,
NPD/concept development, communications and segmentation.

•

Trajectory is a methodologically diverse consultancy – blending bespoke approaches for individual
client needs. We have strong consultancy skills with a focus on helping our clients action and
implement the findings from our research.

For more information contact:
Signal@trajectorypartnership.com
Trajectory
22 Upper Ground, London, SE1 9PD
+ 44 (0)20 8004 4869
trajectorypartnership.com
@TrajectoryTweet

